Anna had 14 rabbits. She gave some to Kelsey. Now she has 5 rabbits left. How many rabbits did Anna give to Kelsey?

Alan has 13 beads. Seven are green and the rest are red. How many red beads does Alan have?

Nanci gave Jon 7 candy bars. How many more candy bars does she need to give him so that he will have 16 candy bars altogether?

Rasheed had 12 Rapalas. He gave some to Halima. Now he has 6 rapalas left. How many rapalas did Rasheed give to Halima?

Summer had 11 markers. Her friend gave her some more markers. Now Summer has 17 markers. How many markers did Summer’s friend give her?

Shibale caught 30 fish. Eleven were perch and the rest were crappies. How many crappies does Shibale catch?

Larry had 27 perch. He gave some to his auntie. Now he has 13 perch left. How many perch did Larry give to his auntie?

Charlie gave Julie _____ pieces of paper. How many more pieces does he need to give her so that she will have _____ pieces of paper altogether?
Amy had _____ comic books. She gave some to Dan. Now she has _____ comic books left. How many comic books did Amy give to Dan?

Jimmy has _____ animal skins. _____ are rabbit skins and the rest are muskrat skins. How many muskrat skins does Jimmy have?

Sue made _____ snowballs. She gave some to Paul. Now she has _____ snowballs left. How many snowballs did Sue give to Paul?

Dan gave Sue _____ snowballs. How many more snowballs does he need to give her so that she will have _____ snowballs altogether?

Sue has _____ beads. _____ are red and the rest are white. How many white beads does Sue have?

Randy has _____ Legos. Joe gave him some more. Now Randy has _____ Legos. How many Legos did Joe give him?

Randy had _____ Legos. He gave some to Joe. Now Randy has _____ Legos. How many Legos did he give to Joe?

Antonio had _____ marbles. Shawn gave him some more. Then Antonio had _____ marbles. How many marbles did Shawn give to Antonio?
Shawna has _____ gumballs. Shawna gave some to Destiny. Now Shawna has _____ gumballs left. How many gumballs did Shawna give to Destiny? 

Bjorn has _____ cars. _____ are red and the rest are blue. How many blue cars does Bjorn have? 

Ned had _____ pennies. Tony gave him some more. Then Ned had _____pennies . How many golf balls did Tony give to Boo? 

Katie had _____ pieces of candy. She gave some to Byron. Now Katie has _____ pieces of candy left. How many pieces of candy does Byron have? 

Charlie has 13 action figures. ____ are Star Wars figures and the rest are Transformers figures. How many Transformers does Charlie have? 

Destiny had ____ bottles of nail polish. Destiny’s mom bought her some more. Now Destiny has ____ bottles of nail polish. How many bottles of polish did Destiny’s mom buy? 

Jacob had ____ ring pops. He gave some to Mary. Now he has ____ left. How many ring pops did Jacob give to Mary? 

Chris has ____M&Ms. Dave gave him some more. Now, Chris has ____M&Ms. How many M&Ms did Dave give Chris? 

Irene had ____stickers. She gave some to Julie. Now Irene has ____ stickers. How many stickers did Irene give Julie?
Grandma has 85 chickens. 63 are brown and the rest are white. How many white chickens does Grandma have?

Amy saved $42. Her grandma gave her some money for her birthday. Now Amy has $57. How much money did Amy’s grandmother give her?

Amy had $20. She loaned some to her brother. Now she has $9. How much money did she loan her brother?

Allen had ____ pieces of bubblegum. Simone gave him some more. Now Allen has ____ pieces of bubblegum. How many pieces of bubblegum did Simone give Allen?

Mia has ____ comic books. ____ are Superman comics. The rest are Batman comics. How many Batman comics did Mia have?

Mary has ____ gumdrops. Todd has ____ gumdrops. How many more gumdrops does Todd have than Mary?

Joe has $____ altogether. He has $____ in his left pocket. How much money is in his right pocket?
Maria gave Nicole $_____. How much more money does Maria have to give to Nicole so she will have $_____ altogether?

FaLeisha had $_____. She gave some money to Kristine. Now FaLeisha has $_____ left. How much money did FaLeisha give to Kristine?

J.C caught _____ fish. _____ were sunfish and the rest were perch. How many perch did J.C catch?

Cole grew _____ tomatoes. He gave some to his dad. Now he has _____ tomatoes left. How many tomatoes did Cole give to his dad?

Robert has _____ eggs. _____ are big and the rest are small. How many small eggs does Robert have?

Kari has _____ pencils. _____ are red and the rest are blue. How many blue pencils does Kari have?

Sarah had _____ carrots. Kari gave her some more carrots. Now Sarah has _____ carrots. How many carrots did Kari give to Sarah?

Kari had _____ red licorice strings. She gave some to Ken. Now she has _____ stings left. How many licorice strings did she give to Ken?
Cole has _____ cookies. _____ are chocolate chip and the rest are peanut butter. How many peanut butter cookies does Cole have?

Craig had _____ paper airplanes. Brayden gave him some more. Then Craig had _____ airplanes. How many airplanes did Brayden give Craig?

Taylin has _____ markers. She gave some to Jessica. Now she has _____ markers. How many did she give to Jessica?

Julie has _____ cupcakes. _____ are big and the rest are small. How many small cupcakes does she have?

Michael had _____ beads. His mom gave him some more beads. He now has _____ beads. How many beads does Michael have now?

Michael had _____ beads. He gave some to his brother. Michael now has _____ beads left. How many beads did Michael give to his brother?

Michael has _____ beads. _____ beads are green and the rest are yellow. How many beads are yellow?

Shaylynn gave Arnold _____ pieces of frybread. How many more pieces of frybread does she have to give him so that he will have _____ pieces of frybread?
Shaylynn has _____ pieces of frybread. She gave some to Arnold. Now she has _____ pieces left. How many pieces of frybread did Shaylynn give to Arnold?

Arnold has _____ pieces of frybread. _____ are cooked and the rest are uncooked. How many uncooked pieces of frybread does Arnold have?

Angie has _____ markers. Jenny gives her some more markers. Now Angie has _____ markers. How many markers did Jenny give Angie?

Kendra has _____ markers. How many markers should she give away so that she has _____ markers left?

Sydney has _____ markers. _____ are red and the rest are blue. How many blue markers does Sydney have?